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Ministry of Education | Analysis of Variance Reporting 

Analysis reporting 

Analysis of Variance Reporting  

School Name:  Birkdale North School School Number:  1229 

 
Focus:  Develop equity and excellence through integration and inclusion. Students will belong, achieve, be culturally competent and capable. 

 Support greater consistency of teaching practice across the school so that learning experiences for students are progressive and 
aligned. 

Strategic Aim: Deliver a responsive curriculum that meets the needs of all learners and drives achievement. 

Annual Aim:  

 

Annual Aim for 2020 
- Develop equity and excellence to ensure all children have relevant learning experiences. 
- Develop teacher capacity through professional learning and development, including effective pedagogy and formative assessment. 
- Support the needs of all learners, including priority learners, through differentiated learning experiences and additional learning 

support. 

Target:  

 

 

Annual Learning Targets for 2020: - 
- Focus on raising achievement for students who are below the expected curriculum level in reading, writing and maths. 
- Identify and implement strategies to raise achievement in writing for target groups. 
- Develop Maths as Inquiry in all strands throughout the school to increase motivation of Maori and Pasifika students. 
- Analyse data to look at trends to inform classroom programmes, in teams or schoolwide. 
- Build teachers’ understanding of end of year expected curriculum expectations through moderation and professional development 

opportunities. 
 Reading 

Results for 
EOY 2018 
% of 
students 
At and 
Above 

Reading 
Results for 
EOY 2019 
% of 
students 
At and 
Above 

Reading 
Results for 
EOY 2020 
% of 
students 
At and 
Above 

Writing 
Results for 
EOY 2018 
% of 
students 
At and 
Above 

Writing 
Results for 
EOY 2019 
% of 
students 
At and 
Above 

Writing 
Results for 
EOY 2020 
% of 
students 
At and 
Above 

Maths 
Results for 
EOY 2018 
% of 
students 
At and 
Above 

Maths 
Results for 
EOY 2019 
% of 
students 
At and 
Above 

Maths 
Results for 
EOY 2020 
% of 
students 
At and 
Above 

All Students  
 

73% 69% 70% 74% 61% 72% 82% 74% 80% 

Maori Students 
 

70% 53% 67% 71% 47% 58% 73% 60% 71% 

Pasifika 
Students 

67% 58% 62% 61% 35% 54% 61% 46% 62% 
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Baseline Data:  

 

 

 

Baseline Data for the End of 2019 states: 
 
All Students:  
Percentage of students At and Above the Expected NZ Curriculum levels in Reading 69%; Writing 61%; Mathematics 74% 
 
Maori Students: 
Percentage of students At and Above the Expected NZ Curriculum levels in Reading 53%; Writing 47%; Mathematics 60% 
 
Pasifika Students: 
Percentage of students At and Above the Expected NZ Curriculum levels in Reading 58%; Writing 35%; Mathematics 46% 
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Actions 
What did we do? 

During 2020 we experienced disruptions to learning throughout the year due to the Covid 19 pandemic. Students experienced distance learning for 23% of the 
school year while we were at Level 3 or Level 4. Additionally, students spent 27% of the school year working within the school within Level 2 or Level 2.5 
restrictions in place, including staggered start and finish times for the school day. This had the effect of shortening the school day.  

Although we had planned a full professional learning programme throughout the whole year, much of this was cancelled due to Covid 19 restrictions.  

From a positive perspective, we worked as a school to provide online learning and support for all our students, including the option of hard copy materials and 
alternative learning resources. For a few of our teachers this was a steep learning curve, which they took on with enthusiasm, and gained new skills in a very 
short period of time. 

 Focus on raising achievement for students who are below the expected curriculum level in reading, writing and maths. 
o Students from years 1 and 2 were selected for additional support with reading and writing. They were given individualised instruction on the 

Reading Recovery programme. During the year, 12 students received extra Reading Recovery instruction from trained Reading Recovery 
Teachers. We were fortunate enough to receive extra funding in Term 4 from the MoE to fund the teaching of 4 additional children, as our need 
was seen after the lockdowns. 

o We built teacher capacity to raise student learning and achievement levels through enhanced teacher knowledge, shared pedagogy and effective 
practice. 

o Teachers analysed learning barriers and enquired into ways to resolve said barriers. 
o Many of the teachers demonstrated a greater understanding of mixed ability grouping within Maths instruction and using rich tasks to enhance 

learning is now part of our Maths teaching and learning. 
o Additional teacher support for small groups in literacy and maths was provided three days a week in Terms 3 and 4 during 2020. This was due to 

our school having an additional overseas teacher employed by the French government at no cost to the school. 
o During online learning and distance learning in lockdowns, teachers tried to adapt the learning to suit the needs of the students at that time. 
o In Term 4, using Urgent Response Funding, 2 teachers worked with target children in reading and/ or mathematics 3 times a week throughout the 

term. (Target children were identified after both lockdowns as requiring extra help. 
 

 Identify and implement strategies to raise achievement in writing for target groups. 
o 2 of our teachers completed the writing programme Te Whare Rama. This meant a restructuring of their writing programme both classes, in order 

to engage all learners in their writing, but especially boys. This involved extensive work on motivation for writing, the use of talking collaboratively 
about ideas in ‘sparking groups’, and students having greater ownership and voice in their own narratives. 

o In Term 4, using Urgent Response Funding, 4 teachers worked with target children in writing 4 times a week throughout the term. (Target children 
were identified after both lockdowns as requiring extra help.) 
 

 Develop Maths as Inquiry in all strands throughout the school to increase motivation of Maori and Pasifika students. 
 

o Covid lockdowns and restrictions at school, i.e. small groupings etc. impacted on the type of teaching that could be done in the classroom, 
therefore very little focus was allocated for this area. 
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 Analyse data to look at trends to inform classroom programmes, in teams or schoolwide. 
o Mid-year data and end-of-year data was collected and analysed by the principal. This was used to determine extra support needed for students 

after two lockdowns in 2020. An urgent response fund application for additional support was applied for and accepted. 
o Syndicate teams discussed the learning and behaviour needs of target students and shared strategies, suggestions, and ideas to support each 

other and the learners. 
o Analysis of the data for our priority learners, including Maori and Pasifika students, kept their learning progress at the forefront of our thinking. 
o The principal discussed achievement levels with neighbouring schools in light of the Covid 19 lockdown impacts to gain a bigger picture view. 

 
 Build teachers’ understanding of end of year expected curriculum expectations through moderation and professional development opportunities. 

o Teachers within our school, worked together to moderate samples of writing from across the year levels and build their professional 
understanding of what various curriculum levels look like. 

o In professional learning meetings the learning progressions framework in mathematics was examined in depth to further enhance teachers 
understanding of the developmental progressions. 

 

 

 

 

 

Outcomes        

What happened? 
 
Our data shows positive shifts in 2020 for all our students, particularly with our targeted cohort tracking of Maori and Pasifika students. 
This is significant considering the extraordinary teaching year, due to Covid 19 disruptions. 
 
While using the Urgent Response Funding (URF) teachers noticed that many of our Priority Students responded favourably to teaching and learning in smaller 
groups. Improvement was noted especially in students’ engagement, motivation, and ability to concentrate.  
 
Following Covid lockdowns, our mid-year data indicated some students had made very little gains and, in some cases, had regressed. Planned intervention 
programmes using URF helped to support our identified Priority Students to regain their losses, to accelerate their learning or to gain confidence in their ability as 
learners. 
 
Below is the data for the whole school, Maori and Pasifika students, including cohort tracking. 
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Comparison of whole school mathematics data for 2019 and 2020 

Groups Maths End of Year 2019 Groups Maths End of Year 2020 

 Well Below  Below At  Above  Well Below  Below At  Above 
All Students 
(168) 
 

5% 21% 61% 13% All 
Students 
(194) 

6% 14% 69% 12% 

Maori 
Students 
(45) 

16% 24% 58% 2% Maori 
Students 
(45) 

18% 11% 71% 0% 

Pasifika 
Students 
(26) 

8% 46% 46% 0% Pasifika 
Students 
(26) 

8% 31% 61% 0% 

 
Comparison of end of year mathematics data from 2019 to 2020 shows that: - 

 Whole school data has shown a positive shift. 
 In 2019 all students were achieving 74% At and Above the expected curriculum level. 
 In 2020 all students were achieving 81% At and Above the expected curriculum level. 
 Maori students’ achievement has shifted by 11% upwards, from 60% At and Above to 71% At and Above the expected curriculum level. 
 Pasifika students’ achievement has shifted by 15% upwards, from 46% At and Above to 61% At and Above the expected curriculum level. 

 
Cohort tracking for mathematics data - 2019 and 2020 
Groups  Maths End of Year 2019 Groups  Maths End of Year 2020 
 Well Below  Below At  Above  Well Below  Below At  Above 

All Students 
(168) 

5% 21% 61% 13% All 
Students 
(194) 

6% 14% 69% 12% 

Maori 
Students 
(31) 

6%  
 

23%  71% 
 

0% Maori 
Students 
(31) 

6%  10%  84% 
 

0% 

Pasifika 
Students 
(21) 

10% 
 

43% 
 

48% 
 

0% Pasifika 
Students 
(21) 

10% 24% 
 

67% 
 

0% 

 
Cohort tracking in Mathematics for Maori and Pasifika students from 2019 to 2020 shows: - 

 A positive shift for target students who were Below and Well Below 
 Cohort tracking for Maori students shows an improvement of 13% moving from Below and Well Below to At expectations. 
 Cohort tracking for Pasifika students shows an improvement of 19% moving from Below and Well Below to At expectations. 
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Comparison of whole school reading data for 2019 and 2020 
Groups Reading End of Year 2019 Groups  Reading End of Year 2020 

 Well Below  Below At  Above  Well Below  Below At  Above 

All Students  
(168) 

5% 26% 48% 21% All 
Students 
(194) 

6% 24% 40% 29% 

Maori 
Students 
(45) 

11% 36% 49% 4% Maori 
Students 
(45) 

16% 18% 44% 22% 

Pasifika 
Students 
(26) 

8% 35% 58% 0% Pasifika 
Students 
(26) 

8% 31% 46% 15% 

 
Comparison of end of year reading data from 2019 to 2020 shows that: - 

 Whole school data for students At and Above remains the same, however there has been a shift of 8% from At to Above. 
 In 2019 and 2020 all students were achieving 69% At and Above the expected curriculum level. 
 Maori students’ achievement has shifted by 13% upwards, from 53% At and Above to 66% At and Above the expected curriculum level. 
 Pasifika students’ achievement has shifted from Below to At and form At to Above. Within the target group there has been a shift of 4%. 

Cohort tracking for reading data - 2019 and 2020 
Groups  Reading End of Year 2019 Groups  Reading End of Year 2020 
 Well 

Below  
Below At  Above  Well Below  Below At  Above 

All Students  
(168) 

5% 26% 48% 21% All 
Students 
(194) 

6% 24% 40% 29% 

Maori Students 
(31) 

6%  
 

39% 48%  6% Maori 
Students 
(31) 

3%  19% 52% 26% 
 

Pasifika 
Students 
(21) 

10% 43% 48% 0% Pasifika 
Students 
(21) 

10% 
 

33% 
 

38% 
 

19% 

 
Cohort tracking in Reading for Maori and Pasifika students from 2019 to 2020 shows: - 

 A positive shift for target students who were Below and Well Below 
 Cohort tracking for Maori students shows an improvement of 24% moving from Below and Well Below to At or Above expectations. 
 Cohort tracking for Pasifika students shows an improvement of 9% moving from Below and Well Below to At or Above expectations. 
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Comparison of whole school writing data for 2019 and 2020 
Groups  Writing End of Year 2019 Groups  Writing End of Year 2020 

 Well Below  Below At  Above  Well Below  Below At  Above 

All Students  
(168) 

11% 29% 54% 7% All 
Students 
(194) 

7% 21% 63% 9% 

Maori 
Students 
(45) 

11% 42% 47% 0% Maori 
Students 
(45) 

20% 22% 58% 0% 

Pasifika 
Students 
(26) 

31% 35% 35% 0% Pasifika 
Students 
(26) 

8% 39% 54% 0% 

 
Comparison of end of year writing data from 2019 to 2020 shows that: - 

 Whole school data for students shows from Well Below and Below towards At. 
 In 2019 all students were achieving 61% At and Above the expected curriculum level. 
 In 2020 all students were achieving 72% At and Above the expected curriculum level. 
 Maori students’ achievement has shifted by 11% upwards, from 47% At and Above to 58% At and Above the expected curriculum level. 
 Pasifika students’ achievement has shifted by 19% upwards, from 35% At and Above to 54% At and Above the expected curriculum level. 

Cohort tracking for writing data - 2019 and 2020 

Groups Writing End of Year 2019 Groups  Writing End of Year 2020 
 Well Below  Below At  Above  Well Below  Below At  Above 
All Students  
(168) 

11% 29% 54% 7% All 
Students 
(194) 

7% 21% 63% 9% 

Maori 
Students 
(31) 

6%  
 

39%  55% 0% Maori 
Students 
(31) 

13%  19% 68% 
 

0% 

Pasifika 
Students 
(21) 

29% 38% 
 

33% 0% Pasifika 
Students 
(21) 

10% 
 

43% 48% 
 

0% 

 
Cohort tracking in Writing for Maori and Pasifika students from 2019 to 2020 shows: - 

 A positive shift for target students who were Below and Well Below 
 Cohort tracking for Maori students shows an improvement of 13% moving from Below and Well Below to At or Above expectations. 
 Cohort tracking for Pasifika students shows an improvement of 14% moving from Below and Well Below to At or Above expectations. 
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Reasons for the variance  

Why did it happen? 
 
Above (on page 1) we have presented the data for the whole school and have tracked this over three years. 
 
The data that we will now discuss is related to the tracking of our Maori and Pasifika target students. We have analysed the students who have complete data for 
2019 and 2020 at Birkdale North School. These are referred to as cohort tracking in the tables above. 
 
What we noticed for Maori and Pasifika Target Students in Mathematics, Reading and Writing  
 

Curriculum Area Percentage of Target 
Students who moved down 
one level * 

Percentage of Target 
Students who stayed at the 
same level * 
 

Percentage of Target 
Students who moved up one 
level * 

Percentage of Target 
Students who moved up two 
level * 

Mathematics  10% 
 

45% 40% 5% 

Reading  12% 
 

28% 52% 8% 

Writing (28) 11% 
 

39% 46% 4% 

*     One level indicates that students have moved, for example, from Well Below to Below, or from Below to At. 

This does not take into account the gains made by a student within the same level.  

 
 Annual target for 2020 – “We expect our Maori and Pasifika students sitting below to have made gains.” 
 In Mathematics 45% of our Target Students have moved at least one level. 
 In Reading 60% of our Target Students have moved at least one level. 
 In Writing 50% of our Target Students have moved at least one level. 
 Target Students who have stayed at the same level have made progress within that level. 
 We have identified students needing extra learning support in 2021. This will be addressed in our future plan for 2021. 
 This has also given us an opportunity to identify students needing extra support in their well-being. This will be addressed in our future plan for 2021. 
 Extra support provided through the Urgent Response Funding has enabled us to work more effectively with our priority learners and has helped to lift the 

achievement levels. 
 

What other factors impacted upon our achievement results: - 

 Distance learning with our students for 23% of the year during Levels 3 and 4 lock downs 
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 Lack of internet connection and devices during Level 3 and 4 lock downs 
 Lack of available parental or whanau guidance during Level 3 and 4 lock downs 
 Restrictions at Level 2 and Level 2.5 meant that much teaching was kept at whole class level rather than small group level for safety. 
 Staggered start and finish times shortened the learning day during Level 2 and Level 2.5. 
 Approximately 20% of the Target Students were kept away from school for longer at Level 2 and Level 2.5 for health reasons or family circumstances. 
 Professional Learning and Development for our teachers was disrupted or cancelled due to the Covid restrictions. 

 

Evaluation  
Where to next? 

 
Based on outcomes – what will we do the same/ differently in 2021? 

 Identified groups of students who will be our target groups in 2021. 
 To put faces to our data we will identify individual target children for planned interventions and deeper analysis. 
 Use a tracking system to track target student data, both hard and soft data, throughout the year. 
 Regular professional learning discussions held to help support teachers and student acceleration of learning. 
 Dependent on funding received, additional accelerated support for target students (urgent response funding). 
 Focus on writing, by implementing Te Whare Rama strategies learned in 2020. 
 Our Kahui Ako within school leader will work with teachers in Years 1 to 3 to support writing. 
 Support early years reading instruction by teacher led professional learning and development in the Better Start Literacy 

Professional Approach Support, through our Kahui Ako. Our senior teacher in the junior team will lead this. 

Impact on current and ongoing teaching practice as a result of actions taken in 2020:  

 Through recent PLD (professional learning and development) teachers are now more confident and more accurate in assessing the 
level of their students in mathematics. This is likely to have had a flow on effect into other curriculum areas such as writing and 
reading.  

 Better quality formative assessment by teachers enables teaching and learning to be better suited to student need, which will 
particularly support our target students this year. 

 During online learning some of the teachers worked individually with students to support their learning. Students who received the 
individualised coaching benefited from the support. 

  Teachers will continue to differentiate within their planning to support individual student learning needs. 
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Identification of ongoing teacher and / or student needs in 2021? 

 Target students have been identified from to End of Year data for 2021. Additionally, any new students entering Birkdale North 
School needing additional support will be added to this group for ongoing tracking. 

 We recognise that the impact of Covid on some of our students and whanau may become more evident during the year, requiring 
additional support. 

 In support of our teachers and students, the addition of two experienced teachers on our staff means that we have increased 
expertise and leadership within our team. 

 Two beginning teaching on our staff are being supported with full induction and mentoring programmes, including yearlong 
beginning teacher workshops to support their professional development. 

 The next stage in the professional learning and development for our teachers is to build a shared understanding of what effective 
teaching and learning looks like and sounds like at Birkdale North School. (Reference: Our delivery plan for PLD 2021.) 

What funding/ resourcing may be necessary to support identified actions and needs? 

 We will make an additional application for urgent response funding to support our priority learners. 
 As additional funding is limited, we will best use all funding sources we currently have available. (ESOL funding; SEG grants; Maori 

student allocation; and any additional funding for student learning through RTLB applications.) 
 
Planning for next year:  

 
Improvements in data for Māori and Pasifika students in 2020: - 

By the end of 2020 we expected that our Māori and Pasifika students sitting below the curriculum expectation to have made gains. Our cohort 
tracked data for Māori and Pasifika students has shown a significant improvement in all areas, ranging from a 9% to a 24% lift in achievement. 
Refer to the outcomes section for specific information. Whole school data for Māori and Pasifika students, as shown on page 1, has shown a 
similar improvement ranging from a 4% to 19% lift in achievement. 

 
We have identified the groups of students from our end of year 2020 data who will be our target groups in 2021. These are: - 
 

o Maori students achieving below or well below the expected curriculum areas in reading, and/or writing, and/ or mathematics. 
o Pasifika students achieving below or well below the expected curriculum areas in reading, and/or writing, and/ or mathematics. 
o Boys who are below or well below the expected curriculum level in writing. 
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Achievement goals set for 2021: 

1. Our goal is to have an overall increase of 5% of students achieving At and Above curriculum expectations in reading, writing and 
mathematics by the end of year 2021 as outlined in the table below: - 
 

 Reading 
Results for 
EOY 2019 
% of 
students 
At and 
Above 

Reading 
Results for 
EOY 2020 
% of 
students 
At and 
Above 

Reading 
Goal for 
EOY 2021 
% of 
students 
At and 
Above 

Writing 
Results for 
EOY 2019 
% of 
students 
At and 
Above 

Writing 
Results for 
EOY 2020 
% of 
students 
At and 
Above 

Writing 
Goal for 
EOY 2021 
% of 
students 
At and 
Above 

Maths 
Results for 
EOY 2019 
% of 
students 
At and 
Above 

Maths 
Results for 
EOY 2020 
% of 
students 
At and 
Above 

Maths 
Goal for 
EOY 2021 
% of 
students 
At and 
Above 

All Students  
 

69% 70% 75% 61% 72% 77% 74% 80% 85% 

 

2. Our goal for cohort tracked achievement results for Māori and Pasifika students to have made gains as outlined below. 
The percentages in the goals are there to give us a set target to work towards. We aim to see is a shift in a positive direction,  
for example from Below to At or from Well Below to Below. 
 

Achievement Targets for Maori and Pasifika Cohort Tracked Students for End of Year 2021 
Groups  Maths End of Year 2020 Groups  Goal for Maths End of Year 2021 
 Well Below  Below At  Above  Well Below  Below At  Above 
Maori 
Students 

6%  10%  84% 
 

0% Maori 
Students 

3% 11% 80% 6% 

Pasifika 
Students 

10% 24% 
 

67% 
 

0% Pasifika 
Students 

5% 22% 68% 5% 

Groups Reading End of Year 2020 Groups  Goal for Reading End of Year 2021 
 Well Below  Below At  Above  Well Below  Below At  Above 
Maori 
Students 

3%  19% 52% 26% 
 

Maori 
Students 

3% 14% 57% 26% 

Pasifika 
Students 

10% 
 

33% 
 

38% 
 

19% Pasifika 
Students 

6% 31% 44% 19% 

Groups Writing End of Year 2020 Groups Goal for Writing End of Year 2021 
 Well Below  Below At  Above  Well Below  Below At  Above 
Maori 
Students 

13% 19% 68% 0% Maori 
Students 

10% 16% 70% 4% 

Pasifika 
Students 

10% 43% 48% 0% Pasifika 
Students 

6% 40% 50% 4% 
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Funding used to support student learning: - 

Birkdale North School makes the best use of all available funding to support learning needs for our diverse range of students. Ideally, teacher aide 
support in every class would optimise teaching and learning. As we do not have funding for this, we look carefully at the funding we do have to 
maximise its’ effect. We have analysed our needs for learning support and strategically use the expertise of leaders, teachers, and teacher aides to 
best effect. We do invest time and resources into upskilling our teaching staff, including teacher aides. 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT

TO THE READERS OF THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS OF BIRKDALE NORTH SCHOOL
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2020

The Auditor-General is the auditor of Birkdale North School (the School). The Auditor-General has
appointed me, Matthew Coulter, using the staff and resources of BDO Auckland, to carry out the
audit of the financial statements of the School on his behalf.

Opinion

We have audited the financial statements of the School on pages 2 to 18, that comprise the
statement of financial position as at 31 December 2020, the statement of comprehensive revenue
and expense, statement of changes in net assets/equity and statement of cash flows for the year
ended on that date, and the notes to the financial statements that include accounting policies and
other explanatory information.

In our opinion the financial statements of the School:

· present fairly, in all material respects:

o its financial position as at 31 December 2020; and

o its financial performance and cash flows for the year then ended; and

· comply with generally accepted accounting practice in New Zealand in accordance with
Public Sector Public Benefit Entity Standards Reduced Disclosure Regime as applicable to
entities that qualify as tier 2.

Our audit was completed on 2 August 2021. This is the date at which our opinion is expressed.

The basis for our opinion is explained below. In addition, we outline the responsibilities of the
Board and our responsibilities relating to the financial statements, we comment on other
information, and we explain our independence.

Basis for our opinion

We carried out our audit in accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards, which
incorporate the Professional and Ethical Standards and the International Standards on Auditing
(New Zealand) issued by the New Zealand Auditing and Assurance Standards Board. Our
responsibilities under those standards are further described in the Responsibilities of the auditor
section of our report.

We have fulfilled our responsibilities in accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards.

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a
basis for our opinion.

Responsibilities of the Board for the financial statements

The Board is responsible on behalf of the School for preparing financial statements that are fairly
presented and that comply with generally accepted accounting practice in New Zealand. The Board
of Trustees is responsible for such internal control as it determines is necessary to enable it to
prepare financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or
error.
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In preparing the financial statements, the Board is responsible on behalf of the School for assessing
the School’s ability to continue as a going concern. The Board is also responsible for disclosing, as
applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting,
unless there is an intention to close or merge the School, or there is no realistic alternative but to
do so.

The Board’s responsibilities, in terms of the requirements of the Education and Training Act 2020,
arise from section 87 of the Education Act 1989.

Responsibilities of the auditor for the audit of the financial statements

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements, as a
whole, are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an
auditor’s report that includes our opinion.

Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit carried out
in accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards will always detect a material
misstatement when it exists. Misstatements are differences or omissions of amounts or disclosures,
and can arise from fraud or error. Misstatements are considered material if, individually or in the
aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the decisions of readers taken on the
basis of these financial statements.

For the budget information reported in the financial statements, our procedures were limited to
checking that the information agreed to the School’s approved budget.

We did not evaluate the security and controls over the electronic publication of the financial
statements.

As part of an audit in accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards, we exercise
professional judgement and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. Also:

· We identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements,
whether due to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those
risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our
opinion. The risk of not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher
than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional
omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.

· We obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design
audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of
expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the School’s internal control.

· We evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of
accounting estimates and related disclosures made by the Board.

· We conclude on the appropriateness of the use of the going concern basis of accounting by
the Board and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists
related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the School’s ability to
continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are
required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the financial
statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions
are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However,
future events or conditions may cause the School to cease to continue as a going concern.

· We evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements,
including the disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying
transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.
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· We assess the risk of material misstatement arising from the Novopay payroll system, which
may still contain errors. As a result, we carried out procedures to minimise the risk of
material errors arising from the system that, in our judgement, would likely influence
readers’ overall understanding of the financial statements.

We communicate with the Board regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of
the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control
that we identify during our audit.

Our responsibilities arise from the Public Audit Act 2001.

Other information

The Board is responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the
information included on pages 19 to 31, but does not include the financial statements, and our
auditor’s report thereon.

Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not express
any form of audit opinion or assurance conclusion thereon.

In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other
information. In doing so, we consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with
the financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be
materially misstated. If, based on our work, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of
this other information, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this
regard.

Independence

We are independent of the School in accordance with the independence requirements of the
Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards, which incorporate the independence requirements of
Professional and Ethical Standard 1: International Code of Ethics for Assurance Practitioners issued
by the New Zealand Auditing and Assurance Standards Board.

Other than the audit, we have no relationship with or interests in the School.

Matthew Coulter
BDO Auckland
On behalf of the Auditor-General
Auckland, New Zealand
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